INTRODUCTION
Development of meaningful theory in the fields of management, marketing and other behavioral sciences need precision and clarity in conceptualization (DiRenzo, 1966; Podsakoff, Mackenzie, and Podsakoff, 2016) . One major challenge in management and marketing research is providing construct clarity (Suddaby, 2010) because several study fields in these literatures suffer from meaningless and overlapping construct proliferation. Also, several frequently used constructs have overlapping problems, such as counterproductive work behavior, employee burnout and engagement, and customer satisfaction. Moreover, recent studies show that conceptual differences between these constructs are not supported by field data. For instance, independence of the dimensions of job burnout from employee (dis)engagement is generally accepted. However, Cole, Walter, Bedeian and O'Boyle's (2012) meta-analytic confirmatory factor analysis show that subconstructs of engagement (vigor, dedication and absorption) are better explained by burnout than engagement. One of the sub-constructs of burnout (personal inefficacy), more strongly correlates with engagement constructs, than other burnout constructs (exhaustion and cynicism). Another example is from the field of interpersonal and organizational mistreatment in workplaces. According to several well-established scholars, popular mistreatment constructs, with a few distinctive characteristics, have considerable overlapping definitions and measurement methods (Aquino and Thau, 2009; Hershcovis, 2011; Shapiro, Duffy, Kim, Lean, and O'Leary-Kelly, 2008) . Meta-analytic study of Hershcovis (2011) also finds no considerable differences between the effects of different interpersonal mistreatment constructs (such as aggression, in their study fields. Hierarchical position (or abstraction level) of constructs reflects their distance with empirical area (variables) and their scope. Horizontal position, on the other hand, determines their dimensional differences and relations with other constructs in the same hierarchical level.
HIERARCHICAL CRITERIA MAP FOR CONSTRUCT CLARITY
Several studies on construct definition argue that there has to be distinction between constructs, concepts and variables (or expressions) based on their abstraction levels (Bacharach, 1989; Bagozzi, 2007; Osigweh, 1989; Podsakoff et al., 2016) . For instance, Bacharach (1989) makes distinction between constructs and variables and states that constructs are more abstract and more generalizable than variables. He also argues that, certain constructs are specific, rich in detail but strictly bound to the empirical findings, while others are highly abstract level grand theoretical statements but lack in observational details. Osigweh (1989) argues there are two types of constructs based on their abstraction levels: universal (or theoretical) constructs and observational (or empirical) constructs. Universal constructs are totally abstract constructs that represent a large class of subconstructs and their connection to empirical world can be weak. Empirical constructs, on the other hand, are both abstract and concrete and they can be used in abstract definitions of phenomena and/or direct observations. Empirical constructs also consist of a level of abstraction but they have high ability to be more abstract or more concrete. According to Hirsch and Levin (1999) , this distinction is rooted in the tendencies of scholars. They argue that, in literature, there are two groups with opposite tendencies for construct development: umbrella advocates and validity polices. First group, umbrella advocates, see broad patterns and synthesize regularities into integrative broadly defined constructs, namely umbrella constructs. Second, validity polices, see a lot of narrowly defined problems and issues, namely specific constructs, and challenge with inconsistencies within the umbrella constructs. According to Hirsch and Levin (1999) , tension and challenge with umbrella advocates and validity polices initiate healthy construct lifecycle processes because this tension is eased with new typological explanations. It can be argued that ease of tension process between highly abstract and highly concrete constructs cause more healthy and valid intermediate forms of constructs, such as umbrella constructs, bridging constructs. In this paper, it is argued that abstraction level is critical since classifying and defining constructs in only two levels may not be enough to fulfill the needs of highly prolific and complex study fields in management and marketing literature.
Constructs need to be ordered and arranged based on their abstraction levels (Mowen and Voss, 2008) . In this study, based on the literature review on construct definition studies in management, marketing and psychology in general, six hierarchical construct levels based on the abstraction level and generality of the construct are defined: General terms, umbrella constructs, bridging constructs, specific constructs, general expressions and behavioral expressions (see Figure 1 ). Authors develop and suggest a hierarchical model for organizing constructs within the fields of organizational and marketing research. Figure 1 , authors argue that well-employed constructs should be positioned between the upper and lower thresholds of abstraction or generalization. As previously discussed, scholars argue that constructs are related to the real or phenomenological world phenomena and a construct definition should congruently reflect its phenomenon. However, in marketing and management literatures, there are several highly abstract and amorphous conceptualizations that include a bunch of weakly related behaviors, which cannot reflect a phenomenon. On the other hand, there are also several behavioral expressions in organizations or in markets, which cannot constitute a phenomenon on their own. Rather, these expressions can only be a manifestation of a phenomenon in the real world, not the conceptualization of it.
As visualized in

Figure 1: Criteria Map for Hierarchical Classification of Constructs
Note: Figure 1 is prepared by the authors
General Terms
Defining constructs too broad cause vague and meaningless terminology, which may embrace weakly related various constructs together. Too broad and unlimited definitions fail to target and explain a phenomenon. According to Locke (2012) , several scholars believe concepts are subjective notions and one of the consequences of this belief is lumping unrelated constructs together. We use 'general terms' that indicate highly abstract labels and definitions that encompass wide variety of weakly related concepts that may not have substantive elements in common. Locke (2012) argues that these types of conceptualizations damage the meaning and value of the phenomena. It is obvious that using general terms cause researchers to miss some interesting, distinct and meaningful attributes and characteristics of concepts (Tepper and Henle, 2011) . It is almost impossible to develop valid operational definitions for these terms directly. These are highly vague explanations and hard to connect operational areas. However, we argue that these types of broad terms are useful to indicate a study field. For instance, today, "organizational frontlines" is one of the most popular terms in marketing and service research. It identifies the "interactions and interfaces at the point of contact between an organization and its customers that promote, facilitate, or enable value creation and exchange" (Singh, Brady, Arnold, and Brown, 2017, p. 4) . This term captures a wide variety of distinct service components (such as physical, digital, procedural) and actors (such as customers, frontline employees, managers, IT department) that can hardly be unified in a concept. However, as Singh et al. (2017) explained, it indicates a study field, rather than a concept, that tries to understand the intersection between customer-organization interactions and interfaces. We argue that these types of well-defined general terms clarify the subject matter and promotes systematized body of knowledge (Hunt, 1976) thus we believe that determining the 'general term' is the first step for answering the question of "What are we talking about?".
Umbrella Constructs
Different constructs can be grouped together under a single, explanatory label but they need elements in common. Although, umbrella constructs sometimes have negative connotations in the literature, we use it as a level for constructs that integrate diverse but interrelated group of concepts. Umbrella constructs are broad concepts used to encompass and account for a diverse set of phenomena (Hirsch and Levin, 1999) . Umbrella constructs are broad in scope, encompass multiple ideas and they have broad interpretive framework (Floyd et al., 2011) . Although they provide common elements for interrelated phenomena (Locke, 2012) , umbrella constructs barely provide dimensional explanations. Constructs such as dysfunctional customer behavior (Harris and Reynolds, 2003; Reynolds and Harris, 2009) or consumer misbehavior (Fullerton and Punj, 2004) are broadly defined constructs that encompass all types of "inappropriate" customer behaviors that violate norms in exchange settings. However, abstraction level of dysfunctional behavior construct indicates that it appears to be a second-order or superordinate construct and it should be disaggregated by dimensions as sub-constructs (Bagozzi and Edwards, 1998; Edwards, 2001) . Parasuraman and colleagues (1985) 's Service Quality construct is also a wellstudied umbrella construct (Babakus and Boller, 1992) , which combine and operationalize (SERVQUAL) five interrelated sub-constructs (tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy) that indicate customers' overall subjective quality perceptions about the service delivery process. It is almost impossible to argue that their conceptualization explains a single distinct service quality phenomenon; rather it provides a diverse set of phenomena that have something in common. As previously mentioned, after phenomena start to appear, scholars tend to define them broadly and extend the scope of their definitions. Later on, they are challenged with validity criticisms and they either evolve into a more valid form in time or lose their significance (Hirsch and Levin, 1999) . As a healthy consequence of broad construct definition of Service Quality, several revised conceptualizations, adaptations, refinements and alternative scales have been introduced for almost three decades (Parasuraman et al., 1991; Cronin and Taylor, 1992; Dabholkar et al., 1996; Parasuraman et al., 2005; Brady et al., 2002) . Service Quality and its measures were challenged with validity problems and gained more valid forms in time. They were revised and refined (Parasuraman et al., 1991) , alternative measures were suggested (e.g. SERVPERF of Cronin and Taylor, 1992) . They were adapted to different sectors and service environments (Dabholkar et al., 1992; Parasuraman et al., 2005) . At this point, Hirsch and Levin (1999) argue that if a construct can tidy up its major elements, it becomes clearer and overcomes validity crisis. In this process, service quality has gained a more valid form and dimensional characteristics have been uncovered. We argue Brady and Cronin Jr. (2001) 's conceptual definition of Service Quality has more valid referring of single service quality phenomenon thus, in the next section; we will also discuss conceptualization of Service Quality as a bridging construct.
Bridging Constructs
Unlike umbrella constructs, bridging constructs refers to a single phenomenon. Bridging constructs are concepts, which integrate different elements, related to a single phenomenon (Floyd et al., 2011) . Bridging constructs unify conceptually different elements and bridge the gap between separate set of literatures (Floyd et al., 2011) . Bridging constructs are also suitable for connecting different theoretical elements or units of analyses, such as employees, customers, organizations, and institutions (Fuglsang and Jagd, 2015) . For example, the field of dysfunctional behaviors needs bridging constructs to be introduced because these constructs synthesize different constructs under a single phenomenon and reconcile the paradox in the literature (Floyd et al., 2011; Poole and Van de Ven, 1989) . There are few well-constructed bridging constructs in the literature because they create challenges for empirical analysis and theoretical explanations (Echambadi, Campbell, and Agarwal, 2006; Floyd et al., 2011) . For instance, according to Floyd et al. ambidexterity is a good example of bridging construct, because it ties different elements (exploration and exploitation) and different trajectories (searching and learning). Service Quality conceptualization of Brady and Cronin Jr. (2001) also can be viewed as a bridging construct that ties different quality dimensions in service provision process. Different from previous second-order conceptualizations (such as SERVQUAL), they discover that previously accepted service quality constructs (such as reliability, empathy and responsiveness) are explained by three service dimensions (interaction, physical characteristics and outcome) and service quality ties these dimensions as a third-order latent construct.
Specific Constructs
Specific constructs are precise but contextually important phenomenon that can be represented by a small but concrete set of behavioral expressions. Specific constructs are fine-grained aspects of broader constructs (Bagozzi and Edwards, 1998) , and have highly context-specific dispositions (Mowen and Voss, 2008) . It is imperative to differentiate specific constructs and observable behavioral expressions. By definition, "constructs are not reducible to specific observations but, rather, are abstract statements of categories of observations" (Suddaby, 2010, p. 346 ). Therefore, directly or indirectly observable dark side behaviors cannot constitute a specific construct. Specific constructs are needed, at least, at one level of abstraction. "Shoplifting" (Babin and Babin, 1996) is a good example of specific constructs because shoplifting (1) is manifested by specific set of consumer behaviors, (2) is a very important problem for retail sectors (3) has one level of abstraction and represents an aspect of broader constructs, such as dysfunctional behaviors.
Manifest Variables
As previously explained, there are also direct observable behavioral manifestations or group of manifestations that have low level or no abstraction. These expressions are too specific to explain phenomena. These manifestations are directly observable and/or measurable entities, such as events, situations, behavioral expressions, perceptions or evaluations (Bagozzi, 2007; Schaffner, 1969) . In this paper, we make a distinction between general manifestations and specific manifestations. General manifestations are the sets of highly correlated actions that cannot explain a phenomenon but can represent manifestations of real world phenomena. These sets of manifestations are reflective indicators, rather than formative (or composite) measures so indicators in a set of manifestations are highly correlated with other indicators and their higher-order construct. Specific manifestations are observable actions that have weak relations with other expressions. Specific manifestations are more suitable for formative measurement because a group of these expressions can be causal indicators that provide a composition for a construct (MacCallum and Browne, 1993) . However, as argued in several previous studies, relationship between abstract (or latent) constructs and observable entities should be constructed reflectively, rather than formatively (Bagozzi, 2007 (Bagozzi, , 2011 Howell, Breivik, and Wilcox, 2007; Jarvis et al., 2003) .
In Table 1 , characteristics and features of constructs are summarized. 
DEFINING AND CLASSIFYING THE CONSTRUCTS IN THE FIELD OF DYSFUNCTIONAL BEHAVIOR: AN EXAMPLE
Study areas that investigate negative, destructive, abnormal or dysfunctional behaviors in behavioral sciences (especially psychology, organizational behavior and marketing research) have suffered from construct proliferation and overlapping construct definitions for a long time. Bandura (1973) refers to these definitions in the abnormal psychology literature as semantic jungle. Nixon and Spector (2015) also define the field of workplace aggression as linguistic fog. Construct proliferation and using different labels for same phenomena are also one of the most stressed problems for defining customer misbehavior (Fisk et al., 2010; Greer, 2015) . Thus, using the hierarchical approach proposed in this study for defining and classifying construct definitions in dysfunctional behavior fields provide clearer, more meaningful and less overlapping constructs that better fit the phenomena.
As the first step, authors scrutinize literature review articles and other published articles, which include construct definitions and classifications. Secondly, authors list all conceptual terms as well as scholar and lay definitions of these terms. Finally, scholar and lay definitions of the terms used in this literature are compared and dimensions, which are dominantly used for defining and dissociating them from other constructs, are determined.
Defining the Field of Dysfunctional Behavior
When defining the field, broadly defined general terms in organizational behavior and marketing literatures are determined: Organizational misbehavior, consumer misbehavior, aberrant behavior, problem behavior, deviant behavior and non-compliant behaviors. These terms have no clear dimensional explanation or indication for real world phenomena. From the consumer behavior perspective, consumer misbehavior and aberrant consumer behaviors are defined as "Behavioral acts by consumers which violate the generally accepted norms of conduct in consumption situations, and disrupt the order expected in such situations" (Fullerton and Punj, 1997, p. 336) . Deviant behaviors are also defined as norm-violating harmful behaviors performed by organizational insiders or outsiders (Reynolds and Harris, 2006; Robinson and Bennett, 1995) . These two definitions encompass all types of behaviors, which violate organizational or marketplace norms. However, norm-violation criterion is not comprehensive enough for demarcating the field because there are some negative and socially harmful behaviors that do not violate organizational or marketplace norms (Fowler III, 2007) . Besides, there are also positive and constructive norm-violating behaviors (such as extra-role behaviors and some organizational citizenship behaviors) that violate the organizational norms but may have positive outcomes for organizational members, organization itself or society in general (Warren, 2003) . It is argued that organizational misbehavior conceptualization of Ackroyd and Thompson provides well-fitted demarcation for these types of behaviors: "anything you do at work you are not supposed to do" (1999, p. 2) . This definition has no dimensional explanation for these types of behaviors and no clear indication for a phenomenon so it cannot be labeled as a construct. On the other hand, it definitely has negative connotation and comprehensive limitation for negative and/or harmful behaviors. This definition encompasses not only deliberate harmful acts, which are the dominant subject matter of mainstream organization research, but also mistakes, accidents and errors, which are eschewed by mainstream works (Linstead et al., 2014) .
Determining Umbrella Constructs: Finding Elements in Common
We determine two main conceptualizations that provide clear elements in common for a set of phenomena: "Dark side behavior" and "Dysfunctional behavior". Griffin and O'Leary-Kelley (2004) conceptualize dark side behavior as a "Motivated behavior by an employee or group of employees that has negative consequences for an individual within the organization, another group of individuals within the organization, or the organization itself". Griffin et al. (1998, p. 65 ) also define dysfunctional behavior as a "Motivated behavior by an employee or group of employees that has negative consequences for an individual within the organization, and/or the organization itself". Both terms delimitate constructs under them as motivated behaviors so these construct definitions eliminate unintentional mistakes or failures. It is important to note that there are some other construct definitions that delimit their construct as "voluntary" (see Robinson and Bennett (1995) 's deviant behavior definition), "intentional" (see Vardi and Weiner (1996) 's organizational misbehavior definition) or "deliberate" (see Harris and Reynolds (2004) 's jaycustomer behavior definition) acts. There are some arguments for and against using "intentionality" in the definitions of dysfunctional behaviors in literature. According to Neuman and Baron (2005) , presence of perpetrator's intent is a prerequisite for defining aggressive events in organizations. According to them, if we eliminate the intent of the perpetrator, we assume some irrelevant cases as aggressive, such as dentists' or surgeons' unintentional harmful operational acts. According to Hershcovis and Barling (2007) , on the other hand, if we assume all unintentional negative acts of employees or customers are beyond the scope of dysfunctional behaviors, we unnecessarily eliminate some specific cases or contexts that may have important contribution to the literature, such as alcoholic patients' violent and sexually abusive acts towards the nurses, which are prevalent today. In this study we prefer to delimitate dysfunctional behaviors as "motivated behaviors" (rather than intentional, voluntary or deliberate behaviors) since all of these types of behaviors are somewhat motivated, consciously or unconsciously. For instance, a dentist's or surgeon's harmful operation cannot be a dysfunctional or dark side behavior because it is not motivated by unconscious motives or conscious goals of the dentist or the surgeon. On the other hand, alcoholic patient's violence towards the nurses is clearly a dysfunctional behavior because it is motivated by alcohol and/or aggressive personality of the patient.
Uncovering Bridging Constructs: Robust Connections among Subconstructs
As previously explained, bridging constructs combine different ideas and dimensionally explain different elements related to a distinct phenomenon (Floyd et al., 2011) . They also have the capacity to imply different levels and units of analyses (Floyd et al., 2011) . However, it is hard to find well-defined bridging constructs in dysfunctional behavior studies. We believe that early conceptualization of "workplace aggression" by Baron and Neuman (1996) , which is based on the classic typology of Buss (1961) qualify for a bridging construct. According to Baron and Neuman, there are eight types of aggressive behaviors that are performed for harming other organizational members and/or organization itself. These eight aggressive behavior types dissociate from others by three dichotomous dimensions: active/passive; direct/indirect and physical/nonphysical. For instance, 'employee violence' or 'customer violence' can be viewed as active, direct, physical (Neuman, 2004) , 'employee service sabotage' (Harris and Ogbonna, 2002) can be viewed as active, indirect, nonphysical form and 'incivility' can be viewed as passive, indirect, nonphysical forms of workplace aggression. However, in time, empirical findings have not fully supported this typology and workplace aggression has turned into an umbrella construct that encompass all types of harmful acts within the organization (Hershcovis and Barling, 2007) and lost its connection with a specific phenomenon (intent to harm).
Specific Constructs in Dysfunctional Behavior Studies
As previously explained, a specific construct has low level of abstraction and is highly connected to specific observables actions. It can also be connected to contextually relevant and important phenomena. For instance, customers' fraudulent return, which refers "consumers taking back goods to a retailer knowing that such a return is contrary to the firm's or legal rules and regulations" (Harris, 2008, p. 461) , is a severe, prevalent and harmful phenomenon for retail environment. Fraudulent return encompasses very specific deliberately performed dysfunctional actions of consumers, which are backed by opportunistic motivations. This construct is directly manifested by a few types of behaviors (or instance, "getting refund for products that consumer have used or broken" see Harris (2008) 's scale). It is meaningless to relate this behavior to any type of workplace aggression because dominant motivation behind fraudulent return behavior is "intent to benefit self", rather than "intent to harm" so it is closely related to opportunistic forms of dysfunctional behaviors, such as opportunistic customer complaints, shoplifting and cheating behaviors.
Manifest Variables and Suggestions for the Operationalization of Dysfunctional Behaviors
In the field of dysfunctional behavior, there is a multitude of manifest variables that can be observed in workplace and marketplace environments, such as yelling, swearing, kicking, making sexual jokes, eye rolling and ignoring. These variables have almost no abstraction and have no potential to explain a phenomenon but they serve as scale items for several differently labelled and conceptualized constructs (such as injustice, aggression, incivility) that use similar manifest variables as scale items. For instance, asking the frequency of "yelling" or "swearing" someone at work is used in aggression scales (Glomb and Liao, 2003) , incivility scales (Guidroz et al., 2010) , rage (Harris, 2013) , and mistreatment scales (Wang et al., 2011) . Operationalization is one of the main concern in the field of dysfunctional behavior. These manifest variables are used as scale items of formative dysfunctional behavior measures although they are generally disparate elements of misbehavior research (Herschcovis and Reich, 2013) . Therefore, it can be argued that using weakly related specific manifest variables in operational definitions of higher order specific, bridging or umbrella constructs increase the clarity and validity problems in the field of dysfunctional behavior. Although analyzing operational definitions is not the primary concern of this paper, similar with Herscovis and Reich (2013), using reflective measures is suggested in this paper for more valid measurement of constructs.
CONCLUSION
Severity of construct proliferation problem in literature disconnects communication between the members of scientific community, damages theoretical development and fragments accumulated knowledge (Suddaby, 2010) . It is important to uncover construct overlaps, confusions between research streams and relational network between constructs. In order to overcome these problems, as previously mentioned, it is imperative to provide analytical vocabulary that would enable differentiation and connect actions and structures (Poole and Van de Ven, 1989) . Current paper suggests a hierarchical approach for defining and classifying constructs and implements its approach to the field of dysfunctional behaviors in organizations and marketplace. It may help to develop distinct and clear constructs that have specified relations with other constructs in the field.
As suggested by Moven and Voss (2008), a hierarchical approach can provide distinctiveness between constructs and order constructs in a specific field based on their abstraction level. In our suggested hierarchical procedure, researchers can also determine overlapping problems of a construct with other constructs and its explanatory power of a phenomenon. At this point, difference between umbrella and bridging constructs becomes crucial. These two types of constructs have different characteristics for explaining phenomena. As previously explained, umbrella constructs have high abstraction and broad scope that encompass multiple ideas and account for a diverse set of phenomena (Hirsch and Levin, 1999; Floyd et al., 2011) . On the other hand, bridging constructs also combine multiple ideas and elements but these ideas and elements are related to a single phenomenon (Floyd et al., 2011) . Bridging constructs account for a phenomenon with multidimensional explanations and associate different elements (or subconstructs) with these multidimensional explanations and typologies. We argue that one of the few bridging constructs in the field of dysfunctional behavior, which is workplace aggression conceptualization of Baron and Neuman (1996) , has turned into an umbrella construct because scholars in the field have broadened the concept and thus it lost connection with its target phenomenon. As a consequence, authors determine wellfitted umbrella constructs and discuss potential bridging constructs for closing the gap among study fields, connecting research streams and synthesizing different elements related to a specific phenomenon. In our proposal, every level of the abstraction continuum has idiosyncratic characteristics and determining the level of the construct helps to define it clearly.
Finally, it is important to note that this study mainly focuses on the conceptual characteristics of construct definitions, rather than operational characteristics and scale development processes. On the other hand, successful operationalization processes need clear and well-specified conceptual definition and clarification processes. We believe that our approach can be useful if it is applied before the operationalization of constructs. By doing so, researchers may clarify the characteristics of a phenomenon, its relations with other social phenomena, and its actual and possible manifestations in practical world.
